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Conformational Control of Dual Emission by Pyrrolidinyl PNA–DNA Hybrids
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The current interest in using nucleic acids as supramolecular
scaffolds for the precise arrangement of chromophores is ex-
tremely high.[1] This is triggered by the potential to control
chromophore interactions through the geometry of the
double helical structure and is also driven by the search for
new multifluorescent probes for bioanalytics and for new mul-
tiluminescent organic materials.[2–6] However, the construction
of nucleic acid-based multichromophores requires the under-
standing of photophysical interactions in chromophore pairs
as the simplest unit along the helix. Wilhemsson et al. used
rigid nucleic acid base analogues to study the influence of the
relative orientation on energy transfer.[6] Recently, we pub-
lished on white light-emitting DNA by combining ethynyl
pyrene and ethynyl nile red as blue-green and red emitters.[4]

Herein, we extend this concept to pyrrolidinyl PNA–DNA hy-
brids to study the influence of a conformationally restricted
nucleic acid geometry.

Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) is a class of DNA analogues that
consists of nucleobases attached to a peptide-like backbone.
The original PNA with a flexible N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine back-
bone introduced by Nielsen et al. was shown to bind strongly
to DNA and preferentially to RNA with high affinity and se-
quence specificity.[7, 8] We,[9–11] as well as others,[12–14] have
shown that incorporating conformational rigidity into the PNA
backbone could further improve the binding affinity, especially
to DNA, as a result of decreased entropy loss upon hybridiza-
tion. PNA systems derived from nucleobase-modified proline in
(2’R,4’R) configurations in combination with cyclic b-amino
acids including (R)-aminopyrrolidine-2-carboxylic acid (dapcP-
NA),[9] (2S)-aminocyclopentane-(1S)-carboxylic acid (acpcPNA)[10]

and (2S)-aminocyclobutane-(1S)-carboxylic acid (acbcPNA)[11]

formed very stable hybrids with complementary DNA. Much
less stable hybrids were formed with RNA, and no self-pairing
hybrids could be obtained in acpcPNA.[10] These properties
have not been observed in other PNA systems. Recently, the
artificial nucleobase 5-(1-pyrenyl)uracil was incorporated into

acpcPNA to probe the sequence selectivity by fluorescence of
hybrids with DNA.[15]

We applied, herein, dual-emitting oligonucleotides bearing
ethynyl pyrene adjacent to ethynyl nile red to probe the differ-
ences in interactions in DNA duplexes compared to conforma-
tionally constrained acpcPNA–DNA hybrids. Using our pub-
lished synthetic protocols,[4, 10] we prepared doubly labeled oli-
gonucleotides DNA1 to DNA4 and the corresponding acpcPNA
counterstrands, PNA1 to PNA4. These strands can form fully
complementary DNA–PNA hybrids in the binding region (e.g. ,
DNA1–PNA1) in which the two fluorophores are embedded in
four different sequential contexts (XaY, Scheme 1). DNA5 to
DNA8 represent oligonucleotide counterstrands to DNA1 to
DNA4, respectively, in order to compare the optical properties
of the PNA–DNA hybrids with the corresponding doubly modi-
fied DNA duplexes (e.g. , DNA1–DNA5). Additionally, PNA–DNA
hybrids or DNA duplexes with two mismatches can be formed
(e.g. , DNA1–PNA2 or DNA1–DNA6). DNA9 to DNA12 repre-
sent reference oligonucleotides to measure the thermal stabili-
ty of the unmodified acpcPNA–DNA hybrids (e.g,. DNA9–
PNA1).

Scheme 1. Sequences of modified oligonucleotides DNA1 to DNA4, acpcP-
NA counterstrands PNA1 to PNA4, oligonucleotide counterstrands DNA5 to
DNA8 and reference oligonucleotides DNA9 to DNA12.
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The optical properties of the acpcPNA–DNA hybrids in com-
parison with the corresponding DNA duplexes were character-
ized by UV/Vis absorption spectra, including melting tempera-
tures (Tm), and steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy
(Table 1). The unmodified hybrids DNA9–PNA1 to DNA12–
PNA4 exhibit Tm values ranging from 71.8 8C to >90 8C. Con-
sidering the fact that the PNA counterstrands PNA1 to PNA4
represent only a partial, 12 bases long complement, these Tm

values are extremely high and show the extraordinary stabiliz-
ing effect of acpcPNA.[10] On the other hand, it is highly inter-
esting that the thermal stabilities of the acpcPNA–DNA hybrids
contradict the known sequential effects in normal DNA. The
only difference is that DNA9–PNA1 and DNA10–PNA2 contain
two A-T base pairs where DNA11–PNA3 and DNA12–PNA4
bear two G-C base pairs. In normal DNA, an exchange of A-T
by G-C base pairs increases the Tm values. With acpcPNA, the
opposite effect is obtained, and the thermal stability is en-
hanced with A-T base pairs. The Tm values of PNA1 and PNA3
with their exactly complementary, unmodified DNA targets
were 85.4 and 71.0 8C, respectively. These values are compara-
ble to those obtained from the long target sequences used in
this work, indicating that the binding should occur at the ex-
pected region. All four doubly labeled hybrids, DNA1–PNA1 to
DNA4–PNA4, show reduced Tm values of 58.2–82.3 8C, due to

the presence of the two fluorophores. On the other hand, the
Tm values of these acpcPNA–DNA hybrids are generally higher
compared with the corresponding doubly labeled DNA duplex-
es (i.e. , DNA1–DNA5 to DNA4–DNA8, except DNA3–DNA7 in
comparison with DNA3–PNA3). Mismatch-containing DNA du-
plexes (e.g. , DNA1–DNA6) show strongly reduced thermal sta-
bilities (�9.3 8C to �27.9 8C), while mismatch-containing acpcP-
NA–DNA hybrids are not formed at all (e.g. DNA1–PNA2), as
expected based on our previous results and as supported by
the low absorption differences in the melting temperature ex-
periments.[10]

The UV/Vis absorption of both the doubly modified acpcP-
NA–DNA hybrids and the DNA duplexes show the presence of
both chromophores at ~370–400 nm (ethynyl pyrene) and
~620 nm (ethynyl nile red). If excited at 380 nm, which is
highly selective for ethynyl pyrene, the various single strands,
hybrids and duplexes show dual emission at ~440 nm (ethynyl
pyrene) and ~665 nm (ethynyl nile red) as the result of an
energy transfer between both chromophores. In the most in-
teresting case from the supramolecular point of view, the con-
tributions of the blue-green and the red emission are equal,
and thereby an emission of white light is generated.[4] A careful
examination reveals two major differences in the UV/Vis ab-
sorption of the various samples (Figure 1 and the Supporting
Information): Both the ratio of the two absorption bands of
ethynyl pyrene at ~402 nm and ~379 nm as well as the maxi-
mum of nile red absorption varies significantly (Table 1). Ac-
cording to our previous results, the UV/Vis band at approxi-
mately 402 nm represents the absorption of an excitonically
coupled complex of the ethynyl pyrene chromophore with
one of the adjacent DNA bases.[16] In the randomly folded
single stranded DNA, these interactions are generally less pro-
nounced. However, a higher extent of prestacking between
the ethynyl pyrene and purines (A or G) exist in DNA1 and
DNA3, respectively, as the corresponding absorption ratios
(DA402/DA379) are higher compared with those of DNA2 and
DNA4. In principle, ground state interactions interfere with
energy transfer, because the latter process requires the excita-
tion of an uncoupled chromophore as energy donor (ethynyl
pyrene) and subsequent transfer of excitation energy to an un-
coupled and unexcited chromophore as acceptor (ethynyl nile
red). Hence, it is not surprising that those single stranded oli-
gonucleotides (DNA2 and DNA4), in which the ethynyl pyrene
is less coupled in the ground state (according to the ratios
DA402/DA379), exhibit better energy-transfer efficiencies (indicat-
ed by higher nile red emission, and displayed by higher fluo-
rescence intensity ratios I665/I440>10).

If the single strands DNA1 to DNA4 are annealed with the
corresponding fully complementary counterstrands DNA5 to
DNA8, the absorption side band at ~402 nm gets intensified,
and the ratios DA402/DA379 increase accordingly. This is not
a new result and has been reported previously.[14] However, in-
tensified ground state interactions of the ethynyl pyrene chro-
mophore with adjacent DNA bases in double stranded DNA in-
hibits energy transfer to ethynyl nile red. As a result, the fluo-
rescence intensity at ~665 nm gets decreased significantly
without a corresponding increase of the ethynyl pyrene emis-

Table 1. Melting temperatures (Tm) and optical properties of acpcPNA–
DNA hybrids in comparison with DNA duplexes.

Sequence[a] Tm
[b] [8C] DA402/DA379

[c] l [nm][d] I665/I440
[e]

DNA1 – – 0.97 621 8.9
DNA1–DNA5 m 58.5 0.99 622 2.7
DNA1–DNA6 mm 48.7 1.02 624 9.0
DNA1–PNA1 m 82.3 0.92 618 3.6
DNA1–PNA2 mm –[f] 0.96 622 9.1
DNA9–PNA1 m 86.0 – – –

DNA2 – – 0.94 618 >10
DNA2–DNA6 m 57.2 0.97 620 4.3
DNA2–DNA5 mm 47.9 0.99 618 11.5
DNA2–PNA2 m 76.5 0.90 631 1.2
DNA2–PNA1 mm –[f] 0.96 619 6.3
DNA10–PNA2 m >90 – – –

DNA3 – 1.03 621 8.5
DNA3–DNA7 m 63.5 1.01 621 5.2
DNA3–DNA8 mm 51.2 1.06 622 >10
DNA3-PNA3 m 58.2 0.95 623 2.2
DNA3–PNA4 mm –[f] 1.03 621 7.4
DNA11–PNA3 m 71.8 – – –

DNA4 – – 0.91 622 >10
DNA4–DNA8 m 64.3 0.98 623 1.7
DNA4–DNA7 mm 36.4 0.91 621 >10
DNA4–PNA4 m 77.4 0.90 637 1.0
DNA4–PNA3 mm –[f] 0.91 622 8.9
DNA12–PNA4 m >90 – – –

[a] m = match, mm = mismatch. [b] Conditions : duplex (2.5 mm), buffer
(10 mm Na-Pi, 250 mm NaCl, pH 7), 20–90 8C, 0.7 8C min�1. [c] Absorption
ratios at 402 nm versus 379 nm. [d] Absorption maximum of the nile red
chromophore. [e] Fluorescence intensity ratios at 665 nm versus 440 nm.
[f] DDA<0.05.
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sion at ~440 nm. The ratio of the fluorescence intensities I665/
I440 are reduced to values between 1.7 (DNA4–DNA8) and 5.2
(DNA3–DNA7). It is important to note here that the excitonic
interactions do not require the fully matched DNA architecture
around them, as they are formed also in the mismatched DNA
duplexes (DNA1–DNA6 to DNA4–DNA7). However, in the
latter duplexes they do not interfere with energy transfer. Ob-
viously, transition dipole moments of the nonstacked suben-
semble can—due to higher conformational flexibility—adapt
an orientation that is more suitable for efficient energy trans-
fer. Thus, fluorescence intensity ratios I665/I440 in the mis-
matched duplexes are similar to those of the corresponding
single strands DNA1 to DNA4.

If the single strands DNA1 to DNA4 are annealed with corre-
sponding fully complementary acpcPNA strands PNA1 to
PNA4, the optical properties change quite significantly com-
pared with the DNA duplexes. Except for DNA1–PNA1, the I665/
I440 ratios are generally lower than that of the corresponding
DNA duplexes, ranging between 1.0 (DNA4–PNA4) to 3.6
(DNA1–PNA1). The fluorescence intensity ratio bears no rela-
tionship to the duplex stability as can be seen by the lower

I665/I440 ratio, despite the lower thermal stability of DNA3–
PNA3 compared with DNA3–DNA7. In addition, the absorption
side bands of ethynyl pyrene at ~402 nm get reduced and the
absorption ratios DA402/DA379 get decreased accordingly. This
observation indicates that the stacking interactions between
the ethynyl pyrene chromophore and adjacent DNA bases are
interrupted by the conformational constrain, which is intro-
duced in acpcPNA–DNA hybrids. According to our discussion
for the matched DNA duplexes above, this should yield stron-
ger nile red fluorescence intensity at ~665 nm compared with
DNA double strands. However, the opposite effect is observed:
the red emission is also reduced in the acpcPNA–DNA hybrids.
This result can be explained by two different effects that are
probably combined to various extents in the different acpcP-
NA–DNA hybrids. Firstly, except for DNA1–PNA1, the ethynyl
pyrene fluorescence in acpcPNA–DNA hybrids increases slightly
relative to DNA duplexes. The observed difference of the
energy-transfer efficiencies is likely due to the change in the
relative orientation of the chromophore dipole moments[3]

upon duplex formation with PNA (helically twisted conforma-
tion), which partially prohibits an efficient energy transfer. With
the published doubly modified DNA–DNA duplexes[4] we ob-
served that even if the difference in the energy transfer is
small (according to the rather small increase of ethynyl pyrene
fluorescence intensity), the significant drop of the red emission
intensity in the duplex is due to the large molar extinction co-
efficient and the high fluorescence quantum yield of ethynyl
nile red. Secondly, a careful examination of the ethynyl nile red
absorption reveals changes of its maximum wavelength (most
pronounced in DNA2–PNA2). This again supports ground state
interactions between nile red and ethynyl pyrene, and thereby
again interferes with ethynyl nile red emission induced by
energy transfer.

The inspection of photophysical interactions in chromo-
phore pairs is crucial for using the geometries of nucleic acid
hybrids with artificial backbones for the development of multi-
chromophore systems. From our results it becomes clear that
the strong binding to DNA (high Tm values) and the pro-
nounced sequence selectivity including mismatch discrimina-
tion of acpcPNA provides added value to the basic concept of
self-assembled nucleic acid-based nanostructures and multi-
chromophore arrangements. Among the samples presented
herein, especially hybrids DNA2–PNA2 and DNA4–PNA4 show
nearly equal contributions of the blue-green and red emission
and, thus, represent white-light emitters with better thermal
stability than the previously published white light-emitting
DNA (WED).[4] These results demonstrate that the control of
photophysical interactions between chromophores can be
much better realized with the sterically constrained pyrrolidinyl
PNA. Especially acpcPNA has a significant potential and should
play an increasing role for the development of both fluores-
cent probes and nucleic acid-based nanomaterials.

Figure 1. a) UV/Vis absorption and b) fluorescence representatively shown
for single stranded DNA2 (c), double stranded DNA2–DNA6 (c) and
DNA2–PNA2 (c ; 2.5 mm each) in buffer (10 mM Na-Pi, 250 mM NaCl, pH 7)
at 20 8C and lexc 380 nm.
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